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Answer all Questions Time: Two hours

Q1. State the Gauss's theorem in Electric field.

(u) i. A sphericai conductor of radius a is maintdrned at a constant potential 1/.

It is surrounded by a concentric spherical egnducting cell of radius b which

is insulated and carries a charge e. Show that at a point at distance r from

the center of the sphere (o <, < b) the potential iryiven bV
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where es is permittivity of free space.

ii. A,ssuming that the total charge Zu of. an atomic nucleus is uniformly dis-

tributed within a sphere of radius a. Show that the electric potential at a

distance r from the center (r < a) is

' - rr\'l J'-.u: L' \o/ J Ezre.o

(b) i. A semi-infinite straight uniformly charged filament ha,s a charge ) per unit

iength. Find the magnitude and the direction of the field intensity at the

point separated from the filament by a distance y and lying on the normal

to the frlament passing through its end.
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the eiectric field E(r), insicre and outside of a ii'iformly charged
rnsulating sphere rvith total charge e and radius f.

q2' rfl is the potentiar due to an axisymmetric system, then we have v2d : 0 in
free space.

By raking d(r,O,r/,) : I uO, p@) e(rli,show rhat
. d2u rJu
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By solving these two equations show that the soiution <if the Laplace,s equationyrd:0 can be written as
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where Pr is the solution of the riifferential equation

P,e): # #rrrn -r)'l

- 
Hint: Laplace equation for spherical co_ordinate ,rril* h $uer, bv
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(a) Using Ampere's circuit law and Biot_Savart law, pror.e that V-2$: 0, rvhere t'

](b) show that the equivalence between Biot-savart urr& a*o"j",s raws will be
4roughi out by determining the magnetic fierd B .rr* to an inrinitery long
conductor carrying a steady current through it.

(':) A long thin ilat srrip of metal is of width w amJhas a current 1 flowing alongit. Find the rnagnetic incruction B at a point p in the plane 
'f the strip at a

distance & from the nearest edge.

(a) State the j\iewton's larv of gravitation.

Derive an equation to fincl the gravitational force tretr,veen a uniform sphere of
mass M, radius r and a particie of mass ,m.

(b) State the Gauss,s theorem in gravitationat field.
State and prove Kepier,s first law.
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{ solid of mass rn arrd radius a with clensitS. proportional to t,'}iqd-is:,ance{i.3m .1.

the cenrer is built up a_state of infinite crispersion" sr,"r"i.i,{t_++;'r.rrtoitGmz
potcntial euergrr tr I_,;
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